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second in 1887, when Messrs. " Richard Henry " turned out
at the Gaiety a travestie, of which I shall have something
to say in my next chapter. In the Broughs' version Wright
was Frankenstein and Paul Bedford the Monster, and much
fun was made out of the finishing touches which Franken-
stein gave to his work. " O." Smith, Miss Woolgar, and
Miss Chaplin were also in the cast.
Sir Walter Scott's novels have obtained a fair amount of
notice from the comic dramatists. " Ivanhoe," for example,
has exercised the humorous powers of three—of Robert
Brough (at the Haymarket in 1850), of H. J. Byron (at the
Strand in 1862), and of T. F. Plowman (at the Court in 1871).
Byron (who called his work " Ivanhoe in accordance with
the Spirit of the Times " *) had the aid of Miss Charlotte
Saunders as his Wilfred, of Charles Rice as his Brian de
Bois-Guilbert, of " Johnny " Clarke as his Isaac of York, of
Miss Eleanor Bufton as his Black Knight, of Miss Swan-
borough as Rowena, of Jenny Rogers as his Rebecca, and
of Miss Polly Marshall, Miss Fanny Hughes, and Poynter
in other parts. In the provinces he was his own Isaac of
York.
"Isaac of York," by the way, was the title given by
Mr. Plowman to his effort, which had a good deal of
ingenuity and " go." Here, for example, is an extract from
the scene at the banquet at which Cedric entertains his
guests. Ivanhoe is soliloquising aside, and his utterances
* This burlesque has been used, during the present year, as the
foundation for a travestie played by the Cambridge Amateur Dramatic
^Company, under the title of "Ivanhoe d la Caite" (in allusion to
Mr, D'Oyly Carte's production of Sir Arthur Sullivan's " Ivanhoe ")•
To this adaptation, it is said, new lyrics were contributed by Messrs^
J. K. Stephen and R. C, Lehmanru

